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Sit down to afternoon tea with The Collectible Teapot & Tea Calendar, celebrating the cherished

tradition with a dozen rare and vintage teapots photographed in charming teatime settings. From its

depiction of an 18th-century Valentine scene to a table set with Wedgwoodâ€™s Egyptian-style

teaware, this beloved calendar is a nostalgic treat. Accompanying the photographs are tidbits of

history and lore by Annabel Freyberg, writer at The World of Interiors.
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This series has graced my kitchen for many years, and I always look forward to displaying the

beautiful images in this calendar. Each month features a classic teapot from tea company archives

or a private collection, perfectly staged with flowers, food, and appropriate historic details. Most of

these are formal, but the calendar usually includes a few exceptions -- perhaps a child's tea or a

"below-stairs" cook's tea, all presented with the same care. Every corresponding calendar page

below the photo offers a charming quote and an informative paragraph about tea service or trade.

All in all, it's a beauty and a bargain. Simply looking at the pictures provides a satisfying sense of

well-being, a respite from everyday chores and obligations. It's almost as good as sitting down in the

scene myself.

I have been buying this calendar from Workman for many years. It never disappoints and is full of

beautiful photos and wonderful historical commentary. As a tea lover - I thoroughly this calendar.



This calendar is a joy every year and the 2014 edition doesn't disappoint. If you love teapots and

tea, this is the calendar for you. It is a pleasure to use every day of the year. Beautiful teapots and

loads of tea information.

I have bought the Collectible Teapot calendars for several years. In addition to the photo pages of

twelve vintage and rare teapots and their accompanying cups, each calendar page contains a

quote, information about the pot/cups pictured, and other interesting information about various tea

cakes and accessories. The photographs are beautiful. Anyone who enjoys a good cup of tea, or

who is interested in vintage items, would love this calendar.

This is my favorite calendar and have bought for many years. The photos speak for themselves.

Very interesting tea displays!

I buy this calendar for myself and 2 friends each year. We all look forward to seeing the beautiful

teapot of the month. The narration at the side explains the pot and more. I have saved all of my

calendars for the past 10 plus years and so do my friends. Please don't ever stop making this

calendar, it is so beautiful.

I chose the rating because I really love the quality of the calendar...(which I gave to myself for New

Years). and the histories and information on each page about the history of tea and tea pots and the

great photos!

Every year I buy this calendar. Each month has a beautiful table setting featuring a collectable tea

pot, and a brief history of tea and tea pots. I frequently have friends over for tea, and they always

admire the tea pot of the month
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